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What We're Reading
- What America's Epic Electric Vehicle Charging System May Look Like, Mashable

- 2019 in U.S. Equity Market Structure, Trader Magazine

Delaware Board of Trade
Ideanomics and Delaware Board of Trade are proud to announce a partnership with NYCbased Fintech Connector. FinTech Connector is the exclusive, professional membership
network that connects FinTech start-ups and innovators with global professionals,
organizations, and investors to collaborate and cultivate new opportunities into financial
services innovation for global impact. We are Fintech Connector's newest partners within a
network of thousands and are excited to have access to this group of industry leaders and
innovators. We look forward to building this relationship and hosting events aimed at
developing our businesses and products.

Grapevine Village
This month Grapevine hosted the first in a series of events titled
#ThroughTheVine. This month, in collaboration with Carlos
Campos, Grapevine and over 50 select influencers convened at
the Vera Wang Verified Showroom to discuss how creators can
build engaging accounts across all social media platforms and
increase the presence of their respective campaigns. Read
more about the event here!

Diego dalla Palma
One of Grapevines most recent collaborations with premium
Italian makeup brand, Diego dalla Palma, featured Savath

Yong debuting some of the brands products. This collaboration
garnered 4,648 likes and 61 comments!
If you’re looking to purchase Diego dalla Palma you can use the
code ToyBoyV for exclusive offers at checkout.

Events and Webcasts
Ideanomics Q4 & FY2019 Earnings Release
Ideanomics will release its 2019 fourth-quarter and full-year financial results on Monday,
March 16, 2020. A press release will be issued at approximately 4PM ET, followed by a
conference call at 4:30PM ET (4:30AM Singapore & Beijing Time). Members of the
company's senior management team will give prepared remarks, followed by a short
question and answer session.
Add to Calendar

The Electric Mine
Ideanomics’ CEO, Alf Poor, will be discussing MEG’s Inner Mongolia electric heavy truck
initiatives at the Electric Mine conference in Stockholm, Sweden on March 19. Conference
details can be found here: The Electric Mine
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